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Testaments Betrayed
A new paperback edition of the historical novel about al-Hakim, the controversial
caliph and ruler of Egypt in the eleventh century, by the award-winning Moroccan
novelist

The Next Attack
By any standard, the United States is the most violent nation in the industrialized
world. To find comparable levels of interpersonal violence, one must look to
nations in the midst of civil war. Most observers of modern American violence do
not consider the historical roots of current levels of violence, preferring to criticize
American liberalism, permissive child-rearing practices, and excessive greed and
individualism as the sources of the problem. This collection of original essays
examines the role of violence in America's past, exploring its history and
development, from slave patrols in the Colonial South to gun ownership in the
twentieth century. Contributors examine both individual acts, such as domestic
violence, murder, dueling, frontier vigilantism, and rape, and group and state-led
acts such as lynchings, slave uprisings, rifle clubs, legal sanctions of heterosexual
aggression, and invasive medical experiments on women's bodies. Contributors
include Jeff Adler, Bruce Baird, Robert Dykstra, Lee Chambers-Schiller, Philip J.
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Cook, Laura Edwards, Uche Egemonye, Nicole Etcheson, Evan Haefeli, Sally
Hadden, Paula Hinton, Arthur L. Kellermann, Laura McCall, Kate Nickerson, Mary
Odem, Craig Pascoe, John C. Pettegrew, Junius P. Rodriguez, and Andrea Tone,
Christopher Waldrep.

Christopher Hitchens and His Critics
The authors of the bestseller The Age of Sacred Terror show how the United States
is losing the war on terror and what we need to do if we're serious about winning it.
We are losing. Four years and two wars after September 11, 2001, the United
States is no closer to victory in the "war on terror." In fact, we are unwittingly
clearing the way for the next attack. In this provocative new book, Daniel Benjamin
and Steven Simon show how the terrorist threat is evolving, with a broadening
array of tactics, an army of new fighters and, most ominously, a widening base of
support in the global Muslim community. The jihadist movement has been
galvanized by the example of 9/11 and the missteps of the U.S. government, which
has consistently failed to understand the nature of the new terror. Left on this
trajectory, much worse faces us in the near future. It doesn't have to be this way.
The Next Attack makes the case that America has the capacity to stem the tide of
Islamic terrorism, but Benjamin and Simon caution that this will require a farreaching and creative new strategy, one that recognizes that the struggle has been
over-militarized and that a campaign for reform must be more than rhetoric and
less than bayonets. And they point out how America's increasing tendency to
frame the conflict in religious terms has undermined our ability to advance our
interests. Is America is truly equipped to do what is necessary to combat Islamist
terrorism, or are we too blinded by our own ideology? The answer to that question
will determine how secure we will truly be, in the years and decades to come.

Theocratic Democracy
Blueprint for Theocracy
"A new liberal theory awaits, one that properly acknowledges the fundamental
values and commitments of theocrats and liberals alike."—from The Liberal of
Conscience In recent years, the battle between liberalism and theocracy has taken
center stage around the globe. To many it is a dispute that can only end in a
confrontation of competing values and worldviews. In this bold new work, Lucas
Swaine combines discussions of political philosophy and real-world events to
provide solutions to this seemingly intractable conflict. By opening a dialogue
between theocracy and liberalism and offering strategies for interacting with
politically ambitious theocrats, Swaine offers new and vital perspectives on the role
of religion in liberal, multicultural societies. Swaine begins by exploring the nature
and development of theocratic communities and the moral and political challenges
they pose to liberal societies. He argues that in their treatment of theocratic
communities, liberal societies have failed to uphold their own stated principles of
religious toleration. They have also neglected to formulate a suitable schema for
treating theocratic communities ensconced in liberal democracies and to provide
reasons for theocrats to affirm liberal institutions. Swaine calls upon liberals to
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redefine and reassert the fundamental importance of liberty of conscience. By
doing so, liberal societies will reinvigorate their own traditions, while also
assuaging religious conflict. In addition to philosophical arguments, Swaine
proposes a new legal standard that offers theocratic communities quasi
sovereignty within liberal democracies. Theocrats also have much to gain from
embracing liberalism and the principle of liberty of conscience. Swaine argues that
liberalism can be made more appealing to the values and concerns of theocrats if
the liberal commitment to freedom of conscience is clarified and modified and if
liberals take a fresh approach to conceptualizing and promulgating liberal
principles, institutions, and laws.

Evolving Iran: An Introduction to Politics and Problems in the
Islamic Republic
THIS BOOK makes no claim to literary merit. It is simply a work of research and
documentation, giving evidence and facts which will help the reader in drawing his
own conclusions. The book is not complete simply because it will never be
complete. But for the present it is the best study of the root conditions which have
led to present day subversive upheavals and the overthrow of the principles of
Christian civilization. The book is a fascinating journey into the various occult
traditions from the 16th century to the early 20th century and reveals secrets that
have long been hidden. The author died under very mysterious circumstances and
has taken much of the secrets with her into the grave. Did she find out too much?
If you want to know everything about secret societies and conspiratory
brotherhoods, this is yours. Be prepared for knowledge that reaches far beyond
your current imagination. Excerpt from Contents: Contents: Foreword Chapter I The Religion Of The Secret Chapter Ii - The Meaning Of Occultism Chapter Iii Brahminism Chapter Iv - Mazdeism (Zoroastrianism) Chapter V - Confucianism And
Taoism Chapter Vi - Egyptian Esoterism Chapter Vii - Judaism (The Pharisees)
Chapter Viii - Orpheism And The Pagan Mysteries Chapter Ix - The Druids Chapter X
- Christianity Chapter Xi - Manicheism Chapter Xii - Witchcraft Chapter Xiii - The
Gnostics (The Heretics) Chapter Xiv - Lamaism Chapter Xv - The Yezidees (Devil
Worshippers) Chapter Xvi - Orthodox Islam Chapter Xvii - Unorthodox Islam, The
Ishmaelites. The Lodge Of Cairo Chapter Xviii - The Druses Chapter Xix - The
Assassins Chapter Xx - The Knights Templar Chapter Xxi - Knights Of Malta Chapter
Xxii - The Rosicrucians Chapter Xxiii - Cathares, Albigenses, Waldenses Chapter
Xxiv - The Moravians Chapter Xxv - The Anabaptists Chapter Xxvi - Grand Lodge Of
England (Founded 1717) Chapter Xxvii - The Gospel Of Revolution Chapter Xxviii The Preparation Chapter Xxix - General Pepe And The " One Big Union " Chapter
Xxx - Albert Pike And Giuseppe Mazzini Chapter Xxxi - Practical Politics Chapter
Xxxii - Adriano Lemmi Chapter Xxxiii - The Interlocking Directorate Associations Of
The 16th Century Chapter Xxxiv - The Illuminati Of Spain (Founded 1520) Chapter
Xxxv - The Order Of The Jesuits (Founded 1541) Chapter Xxxvi - The Defenders
(Roman Catholic) (Founded 1562) Associations Of The 17th Century Chapter Xxxvii
- Ancient Order Of Hibernians (A. O. H.) (Roman Catholic) (Founded 1641) Chapter
Xxxviii - Jansenism (Founded 1638) Chapter Xxxix - Camisards Of The Cevennes
(Originating 1688) Associations Of The 18th Century Chapter Xl - The Rite Of
Swedenborg Or Illuminati Of Stockholm (Founded 1721) Chapter Xli - Supreme
Conseil And Grand Orient De France (Founded 1725) Chapter Xlii - The
Convulsionaries Of St. Medard (Founded 1731) Chapter Xliii - The Royal Order Of
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Scotland (Founded 1750) Chapter Xliv - The Strict Observance (Founded 1751-52)
Chapter Xlv - The Martinist Order (Founded 1754) Chapter Xlvi - The Illuminati Of
Avignon (Founded 1760) Chapter Xlvii - Antient And Accepted Scottish Rite
(America). — Chapter Xlviii - The Order Of The Mopse (Founded 1763) Chapter Xlix
- The Rite Of Zinnendorf (Founded 1766) Chapter L - The Philaletes (Chercheurs De
La Verite) (Founded 1773) Chapter Li - The Illuminati Of Bavaria (Founded 1776)
Chapter Lii - The Tugendbund (Founded 1786) and much more

The Theocratic Philosophy of Freemasonry
Milan Kundera has established himself as one of the great novelists of our time
with such books as The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Immortality and The Book
of Laughter and Forgetting. In Testaments Betrayed, he proves himself a brilliant
defender of the moral rights of the artist and the respect due to a work of art and
its creator's wishes. The betrayal of both—often by their most passionate
proponents—is the principal theme of this extraordinary work. Readers will be
particularly intrigued by Kundera's impassioned attack on society's shifting moral
judgments and persecutions of art and artists, from Mayakovsky to Rushdie.

System of Positive Polity: Social dynamics; or, the general
theory of human progress
The Roman Theocracy and the Republic, 1846-1849
This investigation sheds new light on the confrontational stance the religious right
has taken toward contemporary America by examining the nature and origins of its
highly charged ideas. It traces its belief system, commonly called the "Christian
Worldview," to four Christian thinkers (Abraham Kuyper, Cornelius Van Til, Rousas
John Rushdoony, and Francis Schaeffer) known for their anti-modernist,
authoritarian, and in some cases, openly theocratic ideas. Although virtually
unknown to most Americans, these men have been treated like patron saints by
the religious right. Their ideas, seriously discussed within the movement and
codified in Christian Worldview documents during the 1980s, have been widely
disseminated to followers through textbooks and seminars, evolving over time into
standard talking points. The book then examines how the ideology buttresses the
movement's controversial, right-wing agenda. It explores how the Christian
Worldview advances a concept of "total truth" that is unique to biblical Christians
and enables them to redefine freedom, law, government, and even history and
science, in their own infallible terms. A vision for the future and plan of action are
formed on the basis of these certainties. The book concludes by discussing the
danger the ideology poses to pluralist society and offers intelligent ways of
confronting it.

Christian Nation: A Novel
The Theocrat
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Fighting Back the Right
Evolving Iran presents an overview of how the politics and policy decisions in the
Islamic Republic of Iran have developed since the 1979 revolution and how they
are likely to evolve in the near future. Despite the fact that the revolution ushered
in a theocracy, its political system has largely tended to prioritize self-interest and
pragmatism over theology and religious values, while continuing to reinvent itself
in the face of internal and international threats. The author also examines the
prospects for democratization in Iran. Since the early years of the twentieth
century, Iranians have attempted to make their political system more democratic,
yet various attempts to produce a system where citizens have a meaningful voice
in political decisions have failed. This book argues that greater democratization is
unlikely to occur in the short term, especially in light of increased threats from the
international community. This accessible overview of Iran’s political system covers
a broad array of subjects, including foreign policy, human rights, women’s struggle
for equality, the development and evolution of elections, and the institutions of the
political system including the Revolutionary Guards and Assembly of Experts. It will
appeal to undergraduates and the general public who seek to understand a
country and regime that has mystified Westerners for decades.

Utøya Island- Anders Breivik and The Dangers of Theocratic
Absolutism
“They said what they would do, and we did not listen. Then they did what they said
they would do.” So ends the first chapter of this brilliantly readable counterfactual
novel, reminding us that America’s Christian fundamentalists have been
consistently clear about their vision for a "Christian Nation" and dead serious about
acquiring the political power to achieve it. When President McCain dies and Sarah
Palin becomes president, the reader, along with the nation, stumbles down a
terrifyingly credible path toward theocracy, realizing too late that the Christian
right meant precisely what it said. In the spirit of Philip Roth’s The Plot Against
America, one of America’s foremost lawyers lays out in chilling detail what such a
future might look like: constitutional protections dismantled; all aspects of life
dominated by an authoritarian law called “The Blessing,” enforced by a totally
integrated digital world known as the "Purity Web." Readers will find themselves
haunted by the questions the narrator struggles to answer in this fictional memoir:
"What happened, why did it happen, how could it have happened?"

God Is Not Great
The New England Theocracy
The History of Israel: History of Moses and the theocracy. 2d
ed
The Beginnings of New England; Or, The Puritan Theocracy in
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Its Relations to Civil and Religious Liberty
In this prescient thriller about an all-too-possible scenario, a man fights to keep his
family alive when a cyberworld meltdown and fierce storms cut New York City off
from the world. Mike Mitchell is an average New Yorker living in an apartment in
Chelsea, struggling to keep his family together. When the Internet goes down, he
suddenly finds himself fighting just to keep them alive. The electricity and power
supplies fade in and out, and the explanations offered by the authorities are vague
and untrustworthy. A string of increasingly bizarre disasters starts appearing on
the world’s news networks, and a monster snowstorm hits New York City before
Christmas. Mike and his close friends and family hunker down in their apartment
building for safety, organizing and rationing food and water. Outside, the
boundaries between lawful and criminal behaviour break down as resources
become scarce. With the threat to their safety growing, Mike and his family pin
their hopes on fleeing the city for the countryside. But as the world and cyberworld
come crashing down, New York is suddenly cut off, turning the city into a wintry
tomb where nothing is what it seems, and where no one can be trusted . . .

The Liberal Conscience
At no time in history has the United States had such a high percentage of
theocratic members of Congress—those who expressly endorse religious bias in
law. Just as ominously, especially for those who share the values and views of
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, at no other time have religious
fundamentalists effectively had veto power over one of the country's two major
political parties. As Sean Faircloth argues in this deeply sobering yet highly
engaging book, this has led to the crumbling of the country's most cherished
founding principle—the wall of separation between church and state. While much
of the public debate in the United States over church-state issues has focused on
the construction of nativity scenes in town squares and the addition of "under God"
to the Pledge of Allegiance, former politician and lobbyist Faircloth moves beyond
the symbolism to explore the many ways federal and state legal codes privilege
religion in law. He demonstrates in vivid detail how religious bias in law harms all
Americans—financially, militarily, physically, socially, and educationally—and
directs special attention to the outlandish words, views, and policy proposals of the
most theocratic politicians. Sounding a much-needed alarm for all who care about
the future direction of the country, Faircloth concludes by offering an inspiring
10-point vision of an America returned to its secular roots and by providing a
specific and sensible plan for realizing this vision.

Christian Faith and Life
Occult Theocracy
During the past forty years, there has been extraordinary growth in the impact of
religion on nations all over the world. The number of religious adherents has
spiked, their zeal has intensified, and their political influence has expanded
dramatically. Religious zeal has become the single most significant cause of
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conflicts between nations and of power struggles within nations. In Theocracy: Can
Democracy Survive Fundamentalism, author P. J. Tierney examines political efforts
by fundamentalists, particularly in the United States. Drawing upon current events,
history, psychology, ethics, and the Bible, Tierney delves into some of the excesses
of contemporary Christian fundamentalism in its efforts to advance the vision of a
form of American theocracy. This study • defines fundamentalism, particularly
Christian fundamentalism; • differentiates fundamentalism from traditional
Christian renditions; • explains fundamentalism’s root causes, goals, and express
strategies; • describes its political evolution; • identifies fundamentalism’s
departures from previous Christian efforts to influence society and government; •
examines its efforts and their underlying motivations through several lenses,
including history, psychology, political theory, ethics, logic, current events, and the
Bible; • seeks to identify some of the excesses of the contemporary Christian
fundamentalist approach; and • offers other options for people of faith. Tierney
offers practical suggestions for coping with the inroads of fundamentalism in order
to strengthen democracy within pluralistic American society. He presents a
powerful argument for the separation of religion and politics.

Theocracy: Can Democracy Survive Fundamentalism?
The Age of Feudalism and Theocracy
Davis's detailed account demonstrates that Libya was not an arbitrarily selected
target but rather a justified one. He examines the context in which the April 15,
1986, U.S. military attack against Libya occurred. The history of U.S.-Libyan
relations from the Nixon to the Reagan administration is covered in detail including
the Rome and Vienna massacres and Operation Prairie Fire. A description of the
final days leading to the attack include the La Belle Discotheque bombing, the U.S.
decision to attack, preparations, the military operation itself, and its aftermath.

World Review
Christopher Hitchens, described in the London Observer as “one of the most
prolific, as well as brilliant, journalists of our time” takes on his biggest subject
yet–the increasingly dangerous role of religion in the world. In the tradition of
Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian and Sam Harris’s recent bestseller,
The End Of Faith, Christopher Hitchens makes the ultimate case against religion.
With a close and erudite reading of the major religious texts, he documents the
ways in which religion is a man-made wish, a cause of dangerous sexual
repression, and a distortion of our origins in the cosmos. With eloquent clarity,
Hitchens frames the argument for a more secular life based on science and reason,
in which hell is replaced by the Hubble Telescope’s awesome view of the universe,
and Moses and the burning bush give way to the beauty and symmetry of the
double helix. From the Hardcover edition.

Translation of Official Report Concerning the Attack on the
Royal Palace at Seoul, Korea and the Murder of Her Majesty,
the Queen on October 8th, 1895
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History of Moses and the theocracy. 2d ed
The Theocratic Kingdom of Our Lord Jesus
The Theocratic Kingdom of Our Lord Jesus, the Christ, as
Covenanted in the Old Testament and Presented in the New
Testament
The Beginning of New England
The political scene is changing rapidly in America. The religious right is on the
defensive, acceptance of gay rights is at an all-time high, social conservatives are
struggling for relevance, and more Americans than ever identify as nonreligious.
What does this mean for the country and the future? With these demographic
shifts, can truly progressive, reason-based public policy finally gain traction? Or will
America continue to carry a reputation as anti-intellectual and plutocratic, eager to
cater to large corporate interests but reluctant to provide universal health care to
all its citizens? Fighting Back the Right reveals a new alliance in the making, a
progressive coalition committed to fighting for rational public policy in America and
reversing the damage inflicted by decades of conservative dominance. David
Niose, Legal Director of the American Humanist Association (AHA), examines this
exciting new dynamic, covering not only the rapidly evolving culture wars but also
the twists and turns of American history and politics that led to this point, and why
this new alliance could potentially move the country in a direction of sanity,
fairness, and human-centered public policy.

Qaddafi, Terrorism, and the Origins of the U.S. Attack on Libya
Science of Theocratic Democracy
Leaves of Healing
The state of Israel was established in 1948 as a Jewish democracy, without a legal
separation between religion and the state. Ever since, the tension between the two
has been a central political, social, and moral issue in Israel, resulting in a cultural
conflict between secular Jews and the fundamentalist, ultra-orthodox Haredi
community. What is the nature of this cultural conflict and how is it managed? In
Theocratic Democracy, Nachman Ben-Yehuda examines more than fifty years of
media-reported unconventional and deviant behavior by members of the Haredi
community. Ben-Yehuda finds not only that this behavior has happened
increasingly often over the years, but also that its most salient feature is
violence--a violence not random or precipitated by situational emotional rage, but
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planned and aimed to achieve political goals. Using verbal and non-verbal violence
in the forms of curses, intimidation, threats, arson, stone-throwing, beatings, mass
violations, and more, Haredi activists try to push Israel toward a more theocratic
society. Driven by a theological notion that all Jews are mutually responsible and
accountable to the Almighty, these activists believe that the sins of the few are
paid for by the many. Making Israel a theocracy will, they believe, reduce the risk
of transcendental penalties. Ben-Yehuda shows how the political structure that
accommodates the strong theocratic and secular pressures Israel faces is
effectively a theocratic democracy. Characterized by chronic negotiations,
tensions, and accommodations, it is by nature an unstable structure. However, in
his fascinating and lively account, Nachman Ben-Yehuda demonstrates how it
allows citizens with different worldviews to live under one umbrella of a nationstate without tearing the social fabric apart.

Attack of the Theocrats
This volume provides readings from the works of eighteen Latin American thinkers
of the nineteenth century, each of whom were engaged in examining and
articulating the problems that Spanish and Portuguese America faced in the one
hundred years after securing independence in 1810. All major regions of Latin
America are represented, regions that differ significantly with regard to indigenous
background, geography, climate and available resources. Nonetheless, their people
confronted the common problems that surround the intractable challenges of
statecraft and nation-building -- issues of race, international relations, economics,
education, and self-understanding. Janet Burke and Ted Humphrey provide fresh,
accessible translations; a general Introduction that sets the works to follow in
historical and intellectual context; biographical headnotes for each contributor; a
glossary; and a bibliography.

American Fascists
The Disestablishment of the Theocracy. A Sermon [on 1 Sam.
Xii. 23], Etc
An extraordinary story of faith and violence in nineteenth-century America, based
on previously confidential documents from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. Compared to the Puritans, Mormons have rarely gotten their due, treated
as fringe cultists at best or marginalized as polygamists unworthy of serious
examination at worst. In Kingdom of Nauvoo, the historian Benjamin E. Park
excavates the brief life of a lost Mormon city, and in the process demonstrates that
the Mormons are, in fact, essential to understanding American history writ large.
Drawing on newly available sources from the LDS Church—sources that had been
kept unseen in Church archives for 150 years—Park recreates one of the most
dramatic episodes of the 19th century frontier. Founded in Western Illinois in 1839
by the Mormon prophet Joseph Smith and his followers, Nauvoo initially served as a
haven from mob attacks the Mormons had endured in neighboring Missouri, where,
in one incident, seventeen men, women, and children were massacred, and where
the governor declared that all Mormons should be exterminated. In the relative
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safety of Nauvoo, situated on a hill and protected on three sides by the Mississippi
River, the industrious Mormons quickly built a religious empire; at its peak, the city
surpassed Chicago in population, with more than 12,000 inhabitants. The Mormons
founded their own army, with Smith as its general; established their own courts;
and went so far as to write their own constitution, in which they declared that there
could be no separation of church and state, and that the world was to be ruled by
Mormon priests. This experiment in religious utopia, however, began to unravel
when gentiles in the countryside around Nauvoo heard rumors of a new Mormon
marital practice. More than any previous work, Kingdom of Nauvoo pieces together
the haphazard and surprising emergence of Mormon polygamy, and reveals that
most Mormons were not participants themselves, though they too heard the
rumors, which said that Joseph Smith and other married Church officials had been
“sealed” to multiple women. Evidence of polygamy soon became undeniable, and
non-Mormons reacted with horror, as did many Mormons—including Joseph Smith’s
first wife, Emma Smith, a strong-willed woman who resisted the strictures of her
deeply patriarchal community and attempted to save her Church, and family, even
when it meant opposing her husband and prophet. A raucous, violent, characterdriven story, Kingdom of Nauvoo raises many of the central questions of American
history, and even serves as a parable for the American present. How far does
religious freedom extend? Can religious and other minority groups survive in a
democracy where the majority dictates the law of the land? The Mormons of
Nauvoo, who initially believed in the promise of American democracy, would
become its strongest critics. Throughout his absorbing chronicle, Park shows the
many ways in which the Mormons were representative of their era, and in doing so
elevates nineteenth century Mormon history into the American mainstream.

Religious Right
Cyberstorm
Features an exhaustive, scholarly treatment of the biblical names and titles of the
Antichrist. An important contribution to the study of eschatology.

Kingdom of Nauvoo: The Rise and Fall of a Religious Empire on
the American Frontier
There is a deceptive movement to take over the government, courts, education
system, media outlets, and American culture with stealth - and it's true. How is this
possible? Find out in the pages of this expose, written by an insider who left the
Religious Right fold, and now shares why they believe they are mandated to have
dominion over every aspect of life in the United States. It reveals how their vision
for America is not a democracy at all. - Understand the Religious Right network's
blueprint for America. - Meet the Christian Reconstructionists and Dominionists. Understand the Seven Mountains Mandate, which provides the strategy for a
successful takeover. - See why Quiverfull is the template for a proper, traditional
family. - Finally, understand the attacks on public schools and teachers. - Find out
who the leaders of the movement really are and their successful tactics. - This
book explains the rewriting of our nation's history. - Complete with interviews,
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research, and bibliography included. - Presentation is organized and systematic,
while in plain English. - Shares how to get involved and make a difference in your
community to protect your rights and preserve democracy.

Nineteenth-Century Nation Building and the Latin American
Intellectual Tradition
Explores the political ambitions of the Christian right, discussing how their agenda
gained momentum through alternative networks, schools, and publishers, and
warns that another national crisis may enable the Christian right to seize political
power.

The Theocratic Philosophy of English History
An examination of Roman theocracy in the Roman republic.

Democracy Or Theocracy
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